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SSoommee  PPeerrssuuaassiivvee  SSttrraatteeggiieess  aanndd  TThheeiirr  IImmpplliiccaattiioonnss  iinn  

tthhee  PPoolliittiiccaall  DDiissccoouurrssee  ooff  WWaarr::  AA  CCrriittiiccaall  DDiissccoouurrssaall  

AAnnaallyyssiiss  
1 

AAsssstt..  PPrrooff..  DDrr..  NNaasshhwwaann  MMuussttaaffaa  AAll--SSaa''aattii  

  &&  

SSaa''aadd  SSaalliihh  HHaammaadd  AAll--ZZuubbaaiiddii  
 

   

1. Introduction: 
     Politicians exploit  language  so as to persuade people for  supporting 

their decisions. They construct their language for political purposes; they 

use language that can ensure the application of their ideologies, and hide 

their intended political meaning. Thus, politicians adopt different 

strategies in presenting their arguments in order to get the benefit they 

are looking for (Longobardi, 2010: 1-2). 

          Wareing ( cited in Bayram, 2010: 29 ) argues that politicians 

choose their words skillfully because they know that certain words have 

strong influence on peoples' attitudes, affect peoples' perceptions, and 

direct and control peoples' thoughts and beliefs. For his part, Bayram  

( 2010: 24 ) believes that politics is a struggle for power in order to put 

certain political, economic and social ideas into practice,  to make a 

decision, to control other peoples' behaviours and usually to control their 

values.  

2.  The Problem:  

In the political discourse of war, people are not able to recognize the 

persuasive discoursal strategies that politicians follow. They also have no 

ability to enlighten  the hidden implications when they are exposed to 

such type of discourse. 
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3.  Aims of the Study:  
     The aims of the present study are devoted to:  

1. Analyzing war discourse linguistically based on critical discourse, and 

examining the realization of power and ideology in this type of 

discourse.  

2. Describing some persuasive strategies adopted by politicians to shape 

the publics' feelings and attitudes about political issues. 

3. Showing the intended implications or ideologies behind using such 

persuasive strategies through which politicians strive to persuade people.  

4.  Hypotheses:  

     The present study hypothesizes that:  

1. Political  discourse of war involves the use of discoursal persuasive 

strategies with different implications for persuading people.  

2. Political discourse of  war is not made random but it is ideologically 

patterned. It is a reflection of politicians' ideological position. 

3. Politicians focus on peoples' griefs in order to evoke their  emotions  

and  eventually  change their attitude without any physical force.  

5.  Scope of the Study: 
           The present study is an investigation of some discoursal 

persuasive strategies and their implications in the political discourse of 

war. Thus, in the study no reference will be made to the grammatical and 

phonological features of the text. 

           It should be also noticed  that no reference will be made to the 

non-verbal cues involved in the political discourse of war. 

6.  Data Collection: 
          The data to be analyzed in this work is a translated political speech  

which is texted from www.nytimes.com. This speech was delivered on 

25 October 2005, and was devoted to university students.   

7. Critical Discourse Analysis: Preliminary Remarks:  
          Rahimi and Sahragard ( 2008: 7-8 ) point out that critical discourse 

analysis has become a very influential academic research among other 

subjects in politics, social  and linguistic sciences. Van Dijk ( cited in 

Wodak and Meyer, 2001: 96 ) states that critical discourse analysis 

focuses on social problems and political issues, especially on how the 

production and reproduction of power relations are abused and presented 
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in a given discourse. Critical discourse analysis, he adds, means to do 

criticism from the  discourse analyst's point of view. For his part,  

Muralikrishnan ( 2011: 20-21 ) believes that two senses of the term 

''discourse'' are  relevant in critical discourse analysis approach: the 

linguistic sense and the critical theorist's sense. The former includes the 

linguistic context and shared knowledge. The latter  focuses on the way 

of understanding the social world from a critical point of view, and how 

a single reality in society is understood as structured and shaped by the 

various social forces which  are  frequently  enacted   in  everyday  

discourse.  

The central claim of critical discourse analysis, Muralikrishnan adds, is 

that any spoken or written form about certain realities of social world is 

not done randomly, but the choice the speakers or writers make in doing 

it is ideologically patterned. It tries to expose the underlying ideology 

and  resist social inequality.. Thus, critical discourse analysis tries to 

show the connection between language, power and ideology.  

          Furthermore, Van Dijk ( 1993: 283-284 ) states that critical 

discourse analysis is a type of discourse analytical research that studies 

how social power abuse, dominance and inequality are enacted or 

produced and resisted by text and talk in social and political context. 

Dominance refers to the exercise of power by elites, institutions, or 

groups that results from social inequality as is the case in political, 

cultural, class, ethnic, racial and even gender inequality. So, critical 

discourse analysis tries to know what structure, strategies, verbal 

interactions or communicative events play the important role in these 

modes of reproduction.  

8. Political Discourse of War: 
         Perini (2004: 57-60) regards the language of war as a type of 

political discourse which aims at exacting obedience since its 

vocabularies and expressions are intentionally constructed for political 

purposes and what politicians wish to express. The power of war 

language is not so intense but its effects are so strong that can achieve 

influence on peoples' attitudes. In fact, in war language,  the  speakers  

focus on  peoples' grief  and desire  more than on their own to evoke 

their emotional response.  

          For his part, Ngoa (2011: 239-241) states that political discourse of 

war is constructed to either directly or indirectly influence peoples' 
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opinion, emotion, attitude and behavior in order to accomplish the aims 

of politicians' objectives or organizations, and as a result encourages 

their actions to support a policy or a program. It is based on presenting a 

point of view in such a way that can make people see the world, or a 

particular issue, from a particular point of view, which is the speaker's 

view. As a result, political discourse of war attempts to evoke hatred 

against the enemy and preserve the friendship of allies. 
           

9.  What is Persuasion:  
Politicians construct their languages in such a way that exploits peoples' 

emotions to make them accept their views and to act according to their 

will. Adopting different persuasive strategies, politicians strive to show 

themselves as experts who have knowledge in order to make people trust 

them and eventually persuade people to change  their attitudes and 

beliefs. In doing so, they exercise their power and accomplish their 

ideologies without any physical force ( Muralikrishnan, 2011 : 24).    

Persuasion forms an important part in every day life  ( Ferrari, 2012: 2 ).  

Lakoff ( cited in Pishghadam and Rasouli, 2011: 7 ) defines persuasion 

as the ''attempt or intention of one party to change the behaviors, 

feelings, intentions, or view point of another''. This implies that the 

speaker has a certain ideology and tries to convey this ideology to others 

in order to follow it . For  Pishghadam and Rasouli (2011: 8 ),  

persuasion is a direct speech act in which the speaker's intention is to 

make the hearer  commit him/herself to perform  an action. Thus, the 

speaker aims at reshaping the hearer's attitude, feelings, and behaviours 

according to his/her ideology.  

10. Principles of Persuasion: 

         To influence others and to build a successful message, there are 

six principles ( www.1, 2006: 9 ) which Cialdini ( 2001: 11 ) regards  as 

weapons  because they have the ability to influence and persuade.  

10.1 The Principle of Reciprocation: 
          This principle is based on the social norm  ''we should treat others 

the way they treat us'', in the sense that  people are usually obliged to 

return what they think it is debt, i.e. ''if you give me a favor, you owe me 

a favor''. People often say ''yes'' to those they owe. Thus, when they do 
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something for someone, they do not send it away, but what they do is a 

credit (www.1, 2006: 10 ). 

10.2  The Principle of Scarcity: 
          Scarcity of goods is an important element for persuasion. People 

often want what they can not have. So, a person should associate the 

presentation of his/her thought with the benefit that people will get from 

him/her if  they  move  with his/her direction, or with what he/she can 

offer them and they can not get it from anyone else ( www.1, 2006: 10 ). 

10.3  The Principle of Authority: 
          People are more likely to respond to a request that comes from 

someone who is a figure of authority. This principle derives from norms 

of our upbringing and education. Since childhood, we are taught to 

respect the authority of teachers and parents, and to agree with their 

demands and opinions ( www.1, 2006: 10 ). 

10.4  The Principle of Consistency: 
          This principle refers to people's desire to be perceived as 

consistent in their words and behaviours. Consistency means 

commitment, if the speaker convinces others to say ''yes'', then they 

should support him/her to the end in making future decisions ( www.1, 

2006: 10 ). 

10.5  The Principle of Consensus: 
          This principle aims at convincing people to agree to a demand by 

explaining that many other persons have adopted the same behavior in 

the past. Thus, the best way to convince others that our ideas are the best 

is to get the agreement of  all of them ( www.1, 2006: 11 ). 

          Furthermore, Cialdini ( 2001: 103,119,140 ) points out that 

consensus is a principle of human behavior whereby people tend to 

determine what is correct and what is not, through examining the actions 

of others, i.e. they assume that an action or a way of thinking  is correct, 

if other persons do or think of it, or even if they are told that many other 

persons are doing or think of it.  

10.6  The Principle of Liking: 
          The liking principle is based on the notion that people are willing 

to accept  proposals made by a person they respect. People often prefer to 

say ''yes'' when they feel that the person who sends the message is the 
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person who likes them, and whom they like; so they would be happy to 

support that person (  www.1, 2006: 11 ). 

11.  The Role of Persuasion in Political Discourse: 
 

          Kulo (2009 :1-3) argues that the successful persuader, especially in 

political contexts, needs to appeal to attitudes and emotions that are 

already within the listeners. When the listeners realize that their beliefs  

are understood and supported by the persuader, the persuader then 

creates a connection with the listeners. This connection is achieved 

through:   

11.1 Existential Mode:  
Within this mode, the arguments refer to daily problems and difficulties. 

The speaker describes one's existence, which is typical to peoples' 

psychological needs and tries to motivate people to think and analyze 

their own lives in order to show them the positive and negative sides of 

their lives. In doing so, politicians promise people that they have answers 

for all of their questions and the right solution for how to live in a happy 

and satisfactory way; they also claim that they provide support for all 

kinds of existential problems that people may face in their live ( Krok, 

2009: 54 ). 

11.2 Cultural-Religious Mode: 
          This mode reflects universal questions about one's sense of the 

universe, the meaning of religious books and how they are interpreted 

and manipulated by the speaker in his argumentation. People, by nature, 

respect anyone who caries religious values because they think that he/she 

is moving with the direction of God's instruction. Politicians usually play 

on this sensitive issue and try to pretend that they are representing the 

side of goodness and their enemies represent the side of evil. Of course, 

people were in conflict with evil since the beginning of life, and would 

support anyone who would stand against the evil. In addition, every 

nation admires  its culture, and the conflict between different cultures 

exists from the beginning of our life. So, politicians adopt this mode 

skillfully in order to persuade people ( ibid: 54 ). 

11.3 Protective Mode: 
           This mode consists of information that can protect people and 

bring peacefulness for them. Adopting this mode, politicians try to 
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persuade people that there are certain threats that might expose their lives 

to dangers; this, in turn, reflects a feeling of insecurity and anxiety 

among people. So, politicians  assume that they will provide all the 

necessary means needed to defend individuals from the current dangers 

and they will secure a safe environment for their people ( ibid: 54-55 ). 

12.  Credibility as a Persuasive Factor: 
          Mills ( 2000 : 13 ) believes that, for a speaker to be a great orator 

and persuader to attract people and get their attentions to his/her 

presentation, it is not enough to have a flexible mind and master all the 

technical   devices   of   argumentation   but he/she has to be believable, 

and to be credible. Kline (2008: 3-5) argues that a person has to build 

personal credibility through mentioning some of his qualities, his/her 

education, experience, and his occupation. People usually trust the expert 

person who shows some kind of responsibility that will ensure a secure 

future for them. People need to know everything about the person who 

will lead them. Therefore, the speaker has to state any information that 

will enhance his/her personal credibility. For example, his/her past deeds, 

future plans, personal qualities, and his/her interest about social values. 

In addition, the speaker has to tell stories that present him/her in a 

positive way, and talks about deeds that distinguish him/her from others. 

Furthermore, the speaker has to choose language that helps him/her to 

compare ideas that are familiar to his/her audience with the new ideas 

he/she wants to talk about.  

For Mills (2000: 13) credibility is based on two pillars: trust and 

expertise. 

12.1 The Pillar of Trust:  
           People, by nature, are suspicious; among their questions, they first 

ask, ''can we trust this person?'', ''Do we believe him/her?'', ''Is he/she 

sincere?''. People often respond to the persuasive message if they feel  

the speaker's integrity. Thus, the speaker has to be objective, and does 

his/her best to appear less bias  and  trustworthy in order  to make people 

respond to his/her message. People must feel that the persuader will not 

gain any benefit for his/her own but he/she is looking after their benefits, 

and perhaps they want to feel that he/she will lose something in the 

subject of his/her argument. People, then, would believe that he/she is 

more credible ( ibid: 13-15 ). 
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12.2 The Pillar of Expertise: 
         Once the speaker ensures the trustworthy, it would be easy to 

establish the second pillar of credibility, viz. expertise. The language the 

speaker uses and his/her knowledge are  the best  means to establish  

his/her  expertise. Thus, the speaker should  master and cover all the 

matters that are related to his/her argument in order to give an impression 

about his/her expertise. People always trust the expert one and are 

willing to put their destiny in his/her hand. Therefore, the speaker should 

be armed with knowledge and appear to have some kind of wisdom and 

use language eloquently by which he/she can persuade people ( ibid: 27-

30 ). 

          Moreover, the speaker has to prove the validity of his/her ideas. 

He/she has to make decisions on the basis of reason rather than on 

emotion (ibid :34-35). 

13. Some Persuasive Strategies and Their Implications within 

      Political Discourse of War: Analysis and Discussion: 

          The study shows that in his political discourse of war, Mahmud, 

the Iranian prisedent, adopts different types of persuasive strategies in his 

effort to convince or influence the audience of the validity of his ideas 

and ideologies. However, some of these strategies are more recurrent in 

his speech. In what follows, a detailed presentation of these strategies: 

13.1 Association: 
          Lee (2012: 17-19) states that people by nature tend to be 

associated with other individuals of their groups. Hence, they associate 

themselves with others' ideas or events, whether this association is  

realized in the most minor issue or with issue that holds significant 

values or even with peoples' problems and events, for example, the 

words of president G. Bush in the first presidential debate on September 

30, 2004  after the attack of  9/11'' We ought to take an action'' 

(Uvehammer, 2005: 18). These words reflect an association with peoples' 

grief that he wants to revenge for them through war. Of course, this made 

the process more easy for him to convince people in supporting his future 

decision.  

In order to reflect his ideas about what is going on nowadays in the 

world,  Mahmud, as far as our study is concerned, thanks Allah, in one 

example, to have the opportunity to deliver his speech in the conference 
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and in a second example, he thanks the persons in charge who have 

chosen a valuable title for the conference:  

a. I thank God that I have an opportunity to participate in the event today 

b. I need to thank you for choosing this valuable title for the conference 

 Through the previous examples, then, Mahmoud  tries to appear very 

grateful to Allah to share the event, and he evaluates the people who 

have chosen the title of the conference. In this sense, he wants to be more 

persuasive by pretending that the title of the conference corresponds to 

his own ideas. In fact, he tries to pretend that he will adopt the ideas and 

the recommendations of  the conference, and that he represents the whole 

Muslim nation, not only his nation. This association accomplishes an 

effect on his listeners' emotions. This, in return, will ensure that he will 

be liked by his listeners. As a result, he has succeeded  in achieving the 

principle of liking  which is considered to be an important principle in 

persuasion. The play on this sensitive string will make his citizens 

support him in any future decision.  

13.2  Rhetorical Questions: 
          These questions do not have a concrete or measurable answer, they 

are opinion-based where they are capable of inspiring thought and further 

debates ( Petty et al, 1981: 435). 

          In our data, while speaking, Mahmud uses several rhetorical 

questions without the expectation of a reply but just to make a point. This 

can be shown in the following lines where he talks about the issue of 

Palestine: 
Is it a fight  between  a group of  Muslims and  non-Jews? Is it 

a fight  between  Judaism and other religions? Is it  the fight of 

one country with another country? Is it the fight of one country 

with the  Arab world? Is it a fight over the  lands of  Palestine?                         

 

In fact, he employs  these questions as a rhetorical device for the sake of 

encouraging his listeners to consider his message or his view point. In 

fact, Mahmud tries to appear as expert  who possesses knowledge, and 

has the answers to all these questions. In doing so, he attempts to 

enhance  his credibility by applying  the pillar of expertise  and 

eventually  makes his listeners trust him. Moreover, appearing as the one 
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who has answers for all kinds of questions means that within this 

strategy, he also  adopts the existential mode where he appears as the one 

who will provide solutions for all kinds of existential problems that his 

listeners may face in their life. Thus, Mahmud has used these rhetorical 

questions to make a point, i.e. to direct his listeners' thought to the 

original problem, viz. the struggle between Zionism and the whole 

Muslim nation as clarified in some lines later within his speech:  
 

'' the establishment of  the occupier Zionist  regime  was 

a move by  the  world  oppressor against  Islamic  world '' 
 

13.3  Repetition: 
          Lazarov and Zlateva (2012: 1, 10) states that repetition is a  verbal 

behavior which is deliberately constructed through repeating words, 

phrases, sayings or text passages. Forraiova (2011: 7-9) believes that 

when repetition is used intentionally, it can have a rhetorical or an 

intensifying effect. The repetition of certain words or expressions makes 

the point known to the public and decodes it to their eyes. So, through, 

repeating certain words or expressions, politicians raise or emphasize 

their slogan or implied ideology in order to make an overall effect on 

peoples' emotion (Uvehammer ,2005: 7).  

Mahmud uses this strategy since it intensifies the core of the speech, viz. 

the struggle between the Islamic world and the world oppressor (The 

United States). Thus, throughout the whole of his speech, he repeats  the 

word ''struggle''  eight  times: 
a. The situation has changed in this historical struggle. 

b. Therefore, the struggle in Palestine today is the major front of the struggle of the 

Islamic world with the world oppressor, and its fate will decide the destiny of the 

struggle of the past several hundred years. 

c. The Palestine nation adopted Islamic behavior in an Islamic environment in 

their struggle and so we have witnessed their progress and success. 

d.  Many who are disappointed in the struggle between the Islamic world and the 

infidels have tried to spread the blame. 

e. Our Murshid targeted the heart of the world oppressor in his struggle. 

f. I hope the Palestinian will remain alert and aware in the same way that they 

have continued their struggle in the past ten years. 
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In these examples, he wants to say that the Palestinian struggle is the 

struggle of the Islamic world and he will not leave the Palestinian nation 

alone. That is to say, the struggle  between the Islamic world and the 

world oppressor (The United states) is ideologically based, i.e. since 

Zionism is the move of the world oppressor against the whole Muslim 

nation and since it is imposed upon the Islamic world to achieve the 

domination of the region , then the struggle will spread to the whole 

Muslim countries and Palestine is the frontline of the Islamic world's 

struggle with the United  States.  In fact,  Mahmud  tries to  raise   the  

feeling  of  insecurity  and anxiety among his listeners  that their lives 

also might expose to dangers since the struggle  continues between the 

Islamic world and the world oppressor. In this sense, he applies the 

protective mode in order to persuade his listeners. At the same time, he 

sustains his effort by adopting the cultural- religious mode through which 

he tries to play on this sensitive issue in order to highlight the religious 

meaning and to shine his religious image in front of his listeners. This, of 

course, will present him as the one who carries religious value and who 

is moving with the direction of Allah's instruction. 

           

13.4  Contrastive Pairs: 
           Kulo (2009: 8 ) states that the use of ''contrastive pairs'' is very 

common in political discourse of war. It consists of two parts that are in 

opposition. This strategy is used to point out a difference between two 

ideas or a difference in time, as in between   ''then, but''   and   ''now''  by   

stating, what   something   is, and   then contrasting it with what it is not.  

          For his part, Uvehammer (2005: 19-20) points out that adopting 

this strategy by the speaker affect peoples' emotion and reflects the 

speakers' experience and gives the impression that he/she is an expert 

who has knowledge and this will enhance the speakers' credibility which 

is considered to be an important factor in persuading the listeners. 

          The  use of  this  strategy  can  be  shown  in the following 

example where Mahmud compares  two periods of time, namely,  the 

period of ''Shah regime'' with the present days: 
''All  the  Western  and   Eastern  countries    supported   the 

regime  even  after  the  massacre of  September 7  (1978) 

and   said   the   removal  of   the regime  was  not  possible. 

But  our   people   resisted   and   its  27years  now  that  we 

survived without a regime  dependent on the  United States'' 
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       In the above-mentioned example, Mahmud  contrasts their hostile  

regime (Shah regime), when this regime was supported by the United 

States and it was impossible for everyone to imagine that it would be 

removed, with the present days where his country is liberated from this 

regime and becomes  stronger than before without the support of the 

United States. Resorting to existential mode, Mahmud  wants to convince 

his listeners that they will be  happy and safe without the world 

oppressor  represented by the United states. This will motivate  his 

listeners' psychological need and encourage them to think of their own 

lives. Moreover, Mahmud tries to give his audience the impression that 

he possesses knowledge and a kind of wisdom and this, of course, will 

make people trust and support him in any future decision. In fact, he tries 

to give  evidences in order to enhance his credibility by showing that he 

is an expert  which, in turn, builds the pillar of trust and finally  

persuades his  audience.  

13.5  Symbols: 
         Symbols are words or images or even persons that bring to peoples' 

mind larger concepts and usually have strong emotions. For example, a 

flag represents and stands for a country (www.2, 2012: 5). Thus, the use 

of symbols can inspire people to accept the argument without any doubt. 

As a result, it allows politicians to present their ideas in few words rather 

than long and boring explanations since the symbol would support 

his/her presentation and achieve an overall effect. Furthermore, in the 

political discourse of war, symbols that convey religious concepts are 

widely recognized. Thus, politicians resort to some religious 

characteristics in their effort to persuade people; they tend to exploit this 

point since peoples' life are often in contact with religious symbols 

(www.3, 2012: 8).  

This  strategy can  be  illustrated  in  the  following example where 

Mahmud  represents Al-Murshid and his statements as a symbol to 

reinforce his case: 
               "Our Murshid said that …." 

In fact, he attempts to persuade his audience that what he is talking about 

is the truth and it will happen. That is why, he resorts to one of Al-

Murshid's  foretells and how this foretell had achieved.  
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13.6 The Strategy of New:  
          People, by nature, tend to love  new things and ideas. This is due 

to the fact that they need to change things and ideas that they are bored 

with and spend long time with since they believe that these new things 

are  more useful for them.  

Mahmud exploits this point in his speech and tries to offer a new idea. 

The use of this strategy can be shown in the following example: 
'' They say it is impossible to have a world without the United States 

and Zionism. But you know that this is a possible goal and slogan''. 
Through this example, he tries to get his audiences' attention with a new 

idea that the United States can be defeated. In fact, people love such new 

ideas because they used to hear that the United States is the strongest 

country and no one can challenge it. Therefore, Mahmud tries to 

encourage his listeners that this is a possible matter. The use of this 

strategy will ensure the support that he is looking for in any future 

decision. People  place greater  value  on  rare   ideas   because   they   

are perceived as unique and exclusive. In doing so, he succeeds in 

achieving the principle of scarcity which is an important principle of 

persuasion.  

13.7  Metaphor: 

           Muller ( 2005: 55 ) states that metaphor is  a device of using 

something in order to understand something else, by resorting to one 

domain to clarify  another. Metaphor is a word or a phrase used to make 

a comparison between one idea and another. In addition, metaphor, in 

political discourse, can be seen as an action of war where the politicians' 

aim is to persuade people ( Kulo, 2009: 2-10). 

Metaphor is used in Mahmud's speech since  it makes the speech more 

alive and motivates people to accept the point he strives for. In the 

following example,  Mahmud  uses   metaphor to  refer  to  Israel  

without mentioning it by a declared name. 
  

"Our …  targeted the heart of the world oppressor in his ….". 
 

In the above-mentioned  line, Mahmud  refers to Israel as ''the heart of 

the world oppressor''. As mentioned earlier, the occupying regime 

 ( Israel) was a major move by the world oppressor. So, when he refers to 

''the heart of the world oppressor'', actually he  refers  to Israel. 

Moreover, he  tries to give an evidence that the struggle with the world 
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oppressor should be directed to Israel. In fact, he wants to convince his 

audience that if we want to defeat the world oppressor, we have to direct 

our struggle to Israel. In doing so, Mahmud tries to present his idea in a 

logical way, i.e.  by presenting information that makes sense to his 

listeners' perceptions  in order to make them think in the way he wants. 

This, then, will ensure the influence on their personalities that he is 

seeking for.      

         Mahmud  continues  motivating and encouraging  his audience with 

the use of  further metaphorical image. This can be illustrated in the 

following extract which can be regarded as the most  prominent within 

his speech since it is an explicit example of war language: 
           " The occupying regime must be wiped off the map" 

          In the previous extract, Mahmud threatens Israel with the 

implication of destroying it. This, as a result, can be understood as an 

outright declaration of war.           

13.8 Scapegoating:  
          Adopting this strategy, the speaker does his/her best to put blames 

on a person, group, or race in order to convince people that he/she is the 

one who has a solution for a problem. For example, in the United States 

of America, some people claim that illegal immigrants are the main 

cause of unemployment, even though unemployment is a complex 

problem with many causes. The following example, in our study, 

illustrates the use of this strategy where Mahmud blames others: 
             "we can not comprise over the issue of Palestine" 

In the previous line, Mahmud emphasizes the importance of the 

Palestine's problem by sending a message to those who negotiate the 

occupying regime. He blames them that such negotiations are considered 

a kind of giving a legitimacy to Israel. That is to say, these negotiations 

can be seen as a defeat not only for the Palestine's case, but for the whole 

Muslim nation.  

       Moreover, he tries to persuade his audience that he is the only one 

who cares about the Palestine issue. As a result, he will be the one  who 

burdens himself with the whole Muslim problems, and this would make 

him  a hero in his listeners' point of view. This, then, can lead to the 

liking effect and make his listeners be convinced and accept his decision. 
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14.  Conclusions: 
          The study has come up with the following conclusions: 

1. Political discourse of war  needs a specific linguistic form in order to 

convey the politician's underlying ideologies by which he/she can change 

peoples' attitudes and beliefs to be in line with these ideologies. 

2. Political discourse of war  is intentionally  constructed for political 

purposes. Thus, the choice of words and strategies are very important in 

war language so as to fulfill different implications and aims.  

3. The ability of politicians to exploit language contribute in reinforcing 

the power of language since language is not powerful in its own, rather, 

its power depends on the skills of language users. 

4. The emotional side plays an important role in conveying ideologies 

and in changing peoples' beliefs and attitudes. 

5. Power is legitimized through the use of language, i.e. through the use 

of different discoursal persuasive strategies. 

6. The use of the existential and protective modes supports the 

politician's presentation with evidences which, in turn, helps in 

persuading the listeners that the politician has the answers and solutions 

for all existential problems that might face them. 

7. The politician's credibility represented in expertise and trust is very 

important in enhancing the politician's effort to persuade his/her 

listeners. 

15.  Suggestions for Further  Researches: 
          The study of persuasion as a discoursal strategy in the field of 

critical discourse analysis involves further investigations. Thus, this work 

reaches to the following  suggestions:    

     1. Persuasion may overlap with manipulation; manipulation could be 

a form of legitimating persuasion. Thus, this phenomenon requires a 

wide investigation, both in political discourse and in everyday 

interaction. 

2. In critical discourse analysis, the description  of  a  text whether in 

political discourse, the discourse of media or the discourse of advertising 

etc, is either done  by describing the grammatical features  or by 

describing the persuasive strategies of such a text. Thus, the grammatical 

features of a text in political discourse of war  require a further 

investigation.   
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اآليرتيولويي أ التري يتله  ر   ررب لو  اي اريةالحرب   مرربتاأ دترتأ مارلل  ل تتضمن لغة       
الاي اررريون لاعهررر ا  الهررر   ليرررتو    ررراآل اآليررتيولويي أ، يلرررو ولحاررر   ،ت رررل الهررر    الاي ارريون

 دفك ب  ، ومن ث  التمكن من تغييب ويه أ هظب اله   لحا  بغل ته .
ليكرررون تمييرررة اررريسب  ت ررر   ؛التباارررة الرررل تح يرررا الاسررر   الاي اررري ل حرررب  لغويررر  تهرررت         

صر  لال  تهت  التباارة للرل و  مثا  اا الهوا من الاس ل أ ممكه ؛اآليتيولويي أ الاي اية في 
ليررة الترري يتله  رر  الاي ارريون اررتباتييي أ انعهرر ا الاس هضرروية وبات توظيرر  ل رر  االررتتتأ الم

 تغييب ميوا اله   وم تلتاته .ل
ترترررب  التباارررة دن الاسررر   الاي اررري ل حرررب  يحررروت واررر  ا اس ليرررة  ااأ  تتتأ و         
كمر  ترترب  التباارة دن  راا الهروا مرن الاس لر أ  عه ا اله   لويه أ هظب الاي اريين،مات رة ن
يرتيولويي ته ، لهراا الارل  يحر وا الاي اريون اارتغ ا كر    لمباكرة الاي اريين البارمية وا   و اه 

ث بته  لمش تب ا  يتمكهوا من تغييب عه ت ته  تون ال يوت للل دا لي  ال ه . له   وا 
يحتر   للرل تبكير   الاس   الاي اي ل حرب  ن  دهت  ج التي توص أ لليه  التبااة ود   ال         

 المشرر تب ترردتت توباا  تررن الرر ، فرر ن   فضرر ا  صرر ا ديررتيولويي أ الاي ارريين ل هرر  يلغرروت م ررين ن
ة تغييرب عه ترر أ الهرر   فرري تم يرة ليصرر ا ديرتيولويي أ الاي ارريين ل هر  ، وكررال  فري تم يرر مهمر ا 

 . ايين ت ةة يهوت   في اعه ا اله  مصتاعية الاي  ن  ليضأ د  كم  تلين و  وم تلتاته ،


